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A simulation technique was used to investigate the impacts of organizational 
structure on an organization’s social network.  By simulating personnel in an 
organization as vertices in a graph and the aging of the corporation as the aging of the 
same graph, the maturation of an organization was realized.  The characteristic path 
length of the graph was measured after each year returning an optimistic average 
organizational distance.  Results include the finding that, per this model, an 
organization’s characteristic path length can drop over 50% in a 20 year period with 
consideration of edges of all strengths.  Next a series of random searches were performed 
to measure the ability of an individual to search for information.  A concern of this 
research is the difference between a partitioned and a non-partitioned organization’s 
social network.  A partitioned organization is defined as one in which personnel are 
restricted to smaller communities during a career.  Partitioning the organization decreases 
the travel distance, in this model, when searching within a smaller community by 6% and 
it increases the travel distance when searching within the larger community by 12%.  
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A GRAPH THEORETIC ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE ON EMPLOYEE SOCIAL NETWORKS 
 
I.  Introduction 
Background 
 In June 2004 the Aeronautical Systems Center (ASC) at Wright-Patterson AFB, 
OH restructured into an organization more representative of traditional Air Force units 
(ASC/PA, 2004).  Under this new structure, personnel are assigned to Wings, Groups, 
and Squadrons reporting to the ASC Commander, a Lieutenant General.  Whereas 
personnel, particularly civilians, were previously assigned to functional home-offices and 
assigned to programs in a matrixed fashion, under the new construct, the Wings now have 
direct authority over personnel placement.  As a result, a civilian may have a much 
greater probability of staying within one organization throughout a career than under the 
previous construct. 
Problem Statement 
Under the new ASC construct, assuming employees stay predominantly within 
one Wing or Group throughout a career, logically, personnel will have a much lower 
probability of forming long-range relationships crossing the corporate ASC.  The 
hypothetical reason for this decrease in long-range relationships is the result of not 
working together at various times throughout a career and then moving to different 
positions in different communities.  Psychologists have shown us that personnel tend to 
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form relationships with those they interact with on a regular basis (Festinger, 1950).   
Therefore, removing interactions by disallowing personnel from working with others 
throughout a career (due to residing in different Wings) would decrease the probability of 
forming those relationships.  As the organization ages, personnel would have a greater 
amount of interactions with members of the same Wing, thus increasing the strength of 
these relationships, but at the consequence of relationships with members of other Wings.  
Particularly under a crisis situation, this lack of knowledge of others outside an 
individual’s community could have a serious impact on an individual’s ability to find 
solutions to a problem.  This consequence is quite poignant in a problem solving 
organization where no particular sub-community will have solutions to all of the 
corporate entities problems. 
Research Objectives/Hypotheses 
The hypothesis for this research is that an organization that undergoes this type of 
partitioning will increase the social connections within each smaller community at the 
penalty of connections within the larger community.  Further, this lack of strong 
connections to members of different communities within the corporate organization will 
hinder the ability of an individual to search for solutions within different parts of the 
organization.  The objective of this research is to take an unbiased approach to 
characterizing the changes in an organization’s ability to communicate and search within 
itself for information.  Further, this research will consider the strength of relationships 





 This research will be based on the simulation of an organization as a graph.  After 
initial creation, this graph will be matured by removing personnel (simulating firings, 
retirements, separations, etc.) and promoting or moving other personnel into the 
vacancies created with these removals.  Further, personnel will participate in long-range 
collaborations throughout each time step in order to consider the effects of cross-
organizational tiger teams and integrated product teams on the organization as a whole.  
These cross-organizational collaborations will allow the consideration of a way to 
overcome the effects of partitioning.  In addition to moving personnel and commencing 
cross-organizational collaborations, each relationship will be aged to reflect the 
strengthening of a relationship when working together and the weakening of a 
relationship when not working together.  This will allow for the consideration of the 
strengths of a relationship throughout the relationship’s life. 
After aging the organization, the graph representing that organization will be 
analyzed.  The initial analysis will consider the characteristic path length of the 
organization.  The characteristic path length of an organization is basically the average 
shortest length between any two personnel within the organization (similar to the “Kevin 
Bacon number” from the popular party game averaged over all pairs of people in an 
organization).  Since this measure returns the average shortest path, it represents an 
optimistic distance between personnel.  The next form of analysis will include a search of 
the organization.  While several search algorithms already exist, this research will take 
advantage of one tuned for a military construct in order to more accurately reflect the 
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military structure and ethos of ASC.  The purpose of this search research is to consider 
the situation where an employee does not know the location of a solution and must ask 
multiple fellow employees, representing a more realistic distance than the characteristic 
path length measure.  The characteristic path length measure in combination with the 
search algorithm will show how many personal links each person must follow to get to 
any other person in the organization.  The number of links has a direct relationship to the 
ability of a person in an organization to search out information or knowledge from 
another part of the organization.  
These analyses will be run to consider three organizational variables.  The first 
variable considered will be the consideration of attrition rate.  The second consideration 
will be the average number of collaborations members of the organization will participate 
in over a year.  And the third consideration will be the effects of changing the 
organizational structure on the characteristic path length and the edge search length.  The 
organizational changes considered will be a change from a non-partitioned organization 
to a partitioned one, following the choice of ASC.  The second consideration will be an 
organizational structure change from a partitioned organization to a non-partitioned 
construct to consider the opposite case and provide insight to an organization that is 
partitioned and whishes to consider ways to potentially enhance cross-organizational 
communication. 
Assumptions/Limitations 
 The primary assumption of this research is that each person in an organization is 
replaceable with any other on the same level or the level immediately below from the 
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same community.  A consideration of personnel ability to fill positions is outside the 
scope of this research and a potential extension for further research.  These considerations 
would include those based on experience and tenure, subjects this simulation did not 
address. 
 A secondary assumption of this research is that each partitioned community has 
the same probability to communicate or search for information with any other 
community.  The reason for this assumption was to ensure the model did not prefer any 
organization over any other in promotions or long-distance collaborations.  Further, this 
assumption was made to clarify the model and the results.  This assumption would not be 
true for all Wings within ASC, though, since there would be a natural tendency for 
certain Wings to communicate with the same Wings regularly. 
 Lastly, the model must estimate ASC’s seven Systems Wings and Groups.  ASC’s 
seven Wings or Groups include: 
1. Fighter Attack Systems Wing 
2. Long-Range Strike Systems Wing 
3. Reconnaissance Systems Wing 
4. Mobility Systems Wing 
5. Agile Combat Support Systems Wing 
6. Special Operations Forces Systems Group 
7. Training Aircraft Systems Group 
In order to estimate these organizations, six communities were chosen as computationally 
able estimate for ASC.  Further, the assumed number of levels for the organization is five 
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levels.  This returns a total organizational size of 1555 employees.  While this is 
significantly smaller than ASC as a whole (ASC has approximately 11,800 personnel), 
this is a large enough number of employees to glean trends from and is computationally 
capable (ASC/PA, 2004).  Further, this assumption of a branching ratio of six creates a 
highly regular organizational structure.  As a result each Wing and Group has exactly the 
same number of personnel and the same structure.   
Preview 
 This research will not only consider the effects of changes in an organizations 
structure on its social network, thus implying effects on that organizations ability to share 
information and search within itself, but also several factors affecting contemporary 
organizations.  The first input would be a consideration of the speed with which an 
average relationship is formed between any two personnel.  Next, consideration will be 
given to long-range collaborations.  A superior might choose to encourage cross-
organizational interactions by forming long-range tiger teams or integrated product 
teams.  This measure is intended to gain an understanding of the effects of this decision 
on the organizations social network.   The next consideration will be the effects of 
attrition on the organization.  Any organization will go through times of varying attrition 
rates.  Further, ASC is expecting a larger percentage of civilian retirements than the 
organization has traditionally experienced (Russo, 2003).  The goal of this measure is to 
provide insight into the effects of these changing attrition rates on an organizations social 
construct regardless of the organizational structure.  As a result of this simulation, a 
decision maker will gain a greater understanding of the effects of an organization’s 
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structure on an organization’s social network and, by extension, the organization’s ability 
to share information and search for solutions within an organization.  This capability 
could have significant impacts not only on daily activities, but also on an organizations 
ability to respond to crises. 
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II. Literature Review 
When conversing with friends, many people have commented on their observation of 
having mutual friends, often stating, “isn’t it a small world?”  The concept of a world in 
which there are actually shorter distances between any two people than would be 
expected due to the large number of people has been studied in academia since the mid-
to-late 1960s.  Further, this concept has arisen in party games such as the “Kevin Bacon 
Game” or, for mathematicians, the “Paul Erdös Number” game.  The first game relates 
the number of friends and friends of friends one must have before reaching the subject of 
the game, the actor, Kevin Bacon.  The second game relates the number of links 
represented by coauthored research papers a researcher must cross prior to reaching a 
paper coauthored with the great mathematician, Paul Erdös (labeled an Erdös number, an 
Erdös number of one represents coauthorship with Paul Erdös and is quite coveted). 
Small-World 
  In 1967, Stanley Milgram, sponsored by Harvard University, published “The Small 
World Problem.”  In this document, he studied this occurrence in the real world by using 
the postal system.  Milgram formulated his experiment as follows; he initially chose 
several people in one city and a single person in another city a great distance away.  After 
sending a message to the initial people he gave these initial recipients the instructions that 
they could only send the message to a person they new on a first name basis that they 
believed would get the message closer to the intended final recipient.  Through this 
process, he would measure the average number of people needed to get a message from 
point a to point b.  His hypothesis was that the number of links needed to get from this a 
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to b was actually much smaller than would be imagined by the average person due to the 
large population in the United States.  In fact, he did run the experiment twice, with the 
starting points at Omaha, Nebraska and Wichita, Kansas and terminal points at 
Cambridge and Boston, Massachusetts, respectively.  After receiving several messages 
and studying the results, Milgram found that the median number of intermediaries was 
five (Milgram, 1967).  This leads to the common phrase, six degrees of separation (even 
becoming the title of a play by John Guare), representing the concept that we are only six 
links away from any other person (Guare, 1999). 
Since this document and the coining of the label, “Small-World”, researchers have 
continued to consider the phenomenon of large populations with small average degrees of 
separation.  Of particular interest are the studies of Duncan Watts who, while studying at 
Cornell University, published “Collective Dynamics of ‘Small-World’ Networks” (Watts, 
1998).  In this document, Watts considered this small-world phenomenon from a network 
standpoint.  This consideration allowed him to apply many tools developed in graph 
theory to mathematically define a small-world network.  Further, he applied his findings 
to several real-world networks, including film actors, the western United States power 
grid, and the neural network of the worm Caenorhabditis elegans, thus demonstrating the 
large range of networks where this form of analysis is applicable (Watts, 1998).  
Graph Theory 
At this point, it is appropriate to introduce the concept and define several of the terms 
intrinsic to graph theory.  The field of graph theory was originated in 1736 with the 
famous Königsberg bridges problem (Wilson, 1986).  In this problem, the people of 
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Königsberg, Prussia wondered if there was any way to cross all seven bridges across the 
Pregel River within their city without crossing any bridge more than once.  Although 
nobody had been able to find a way to do so, there was no proof that it was impossible 
rather than just a very challenging problem.  Finally, in a paper written in 1736 Leonhard 
Euler proved there was no way of crossing all seven bridges only once (Euler, 1736).  An 
English translation of this originally Latin paper can be found in Biggs’ book, Graph 
Theory 1736-1936 (Biggs, 1976).  A drawing of the city, river, and island system can be 
seen below. 
                       
Figure 1 Bridge Network of Königsberg, Prussia, Now Kaliningrad, Russia. 
Euler used this interpretation of the bridge, island and Pregel River network through 
Königsberg, Prussia in his creation of graph theory (Biggs, 1976).
 
In his paper, Euler showed there was no way for a person to touch every landmass and 
cross each bridge only once.  His argument was based on labeling the land masses as 
A,B,C, and D and the bridges as a,b,c,d,e, and f, in short, the masses became the vertices 
and the bridges became the edges of a graph.  Euler then went on to state three rules for 
whether a journey could be made by only crossing each bridge once.  An excerpt from 
the English translation of the 20th chapter of Euler’s paper is as follows: 
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If there are more than two areas to which an odd number of bridges lead, then such a 
journey is impossible. 
 
If, however, the number of bridges is odd for exactly two areas, then the journey is 
possible if it starts in either of these areas. 
 
If, finally, there are no areas to which an odd number of bridges lead, then the 
required journey can be accomplished starting from any area (Euler, 1736). 
 
Euler then continues to state that any arrangement of bridges and land areas can be solved 
with these considerations.  Of note, though, is that, in this paper, Euler never provided a 
proof of the second statement.  Rather, this was proven, autonomously to Euler’s paper, 
in 1873 by Carl Hierholzer (Hierholzer, 1873).  An English translation of the original 
German text can also be found in Biggs 1976 book, Graph Theory 1736-1936 (Biggs, 
1976).  These aged papers have been built upon to provide the robust verbiage and 
techniques now in use, under the name graph theory to consider many contemporary 
problems.    
For the purpose of this paper, the verbiage of graph theory will be relied on heavily 
as, while much of the terminology of networks is different, the concepts are generally 
similar or the same.  In this case, a social network can be used as a metaphor for a graph 
where the people in the network are the vertices and the social links between these 
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individuals would constitute the edges.  Keeping this consideration in mind, a graph is 
formally defined as: 
A simple graph G with n vertices and m edges consists of a vertex set 
 and an edge set1( ) { ,..., }nV G v v= 1( ) { ,..., }nE G e e= , where each edge is an 
unordered pair of vertices.  We write uv for the edge {u,v}.  If , 
then u and v are adjacent.  We write u
( )uv E G∈
v↔ to mean “u is adjacent to v” 
(West, 1996).  
 
In addition to the concept of a graph, an edge, and a vertex, the concept of adjacency is 
addressed within this definition.  The concept of adjacency is the idea that there is an 
edge between any two vertices.  Considering a social network as the network created 
where people are node and relationships of any strength are considered links between 
those nodes, adjacency in this social network construct would be when two people agree 
that they have a social connection.  This concept of adjacency is represented by an 
adjacency matrix which is a square matrix (a column and a row for each vertex) in which 
adjacency is represented as a non-zero value and non-adjacency is represented as a zero.  
Again, borrowing the formal definition from West: 
Given a graph or digraph G with vertices indexed as V(G)={v1,…,vn}, the 
adjacency matrix of G, written A(G), is the matrix in which entry aij is the 
number of copies of the edge vivj in G.  The degree of a vertex is the 
number of non-loop edges containing it plus twice the number of loops 
containing it (West, 1996). 
 
This definition also gives us a definition for the degree of a vertex.  Furthering the social 
network construct, the degree of any vertex within a graph describing the network would 
be the number of vertices that initial vertex was adjacent to, or the number of people each 
person knows.   The concept of adjacency, as well as an adjacency network is best 
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described with an example.  A simple example of a graph can be seen in Figure 2.  The 
vertices are numbered in the same way as they will be in the simulation used to prove our 
hypotheses.   
                                                   
1 
2 3 4 
Figure 2 A Simple Tree Graph With 2 Levels and a Branching Ratio of 3. 
Note the vertex numbering convention used for this work where the top vertex is always 
one and the numbers increase as they go down and from left to right. 
 
 
1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0
( )
1 0 1 0









Figure 3 The Adjacency Matrix Corresponding to the Graph Displayed in Figure 2. 
This matrix assumes all relationships are of equal strength.  Differences in strength will 
be considered by using non-zero values in the adjacency matrix other than one. 
 
Finally, some of the ways to describe the relationship between the vertices in addition 
to the already presented concept of adjacency matrix must be given.  The first concept is 
the distance between any two vertices.  This concept relates to the number of edges that 
must be crossed in going from one point to another.  An example from Figure 2 would be 
that the shortest distance, or geodesic, between vertices three and four is two since the 
path between them is from three to one and then from one to four.  This is different from 
the geodesic from one to four, which is one since these two vertices are adjacent to one 
another.  The characteristic path length of this graph relates to this concept since it is the 
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average of all the geodesics within the graph.   Watts provides an exceptional definition 
for the characteristic length of a graph: 
The characteristic path length (L) of a graph is the median value of the 
means of the shortest path lengths connecting each vertex ( )v V G∈  to all 
other vertices.  That is, calculate ( , )    ( )d v j j V G∀ ∈  and find vd  for 
each v.  Then define L as the median of { }vd  (Watts, 1999). 
 
The next descriptive concept involves the concept of a neighborhood and the clustering 
of the graph.  The neighborhood for any vertex in the graph includes all vertices with 
which that vertex is adjacent.  From our example in Figure 2, the neighborhood of vertex 
one is the set of vertices, {2,3,4} whereas the neighborhood of vertex 2 is only {1}.  The 
definition of this concept is as follows: 
The neighborhood of v, Γν, is { ( ) : }x V G x v∈ ↔ ; x is a neighbor of ν if 
x ν∈ Γ  (West, 1996). 
 
Watts builds upon this concept to define a clustering coefficient for a graph.  To 
understand the clustering coefficient for a graph, first the concept of a clustering 
coefficient for a vertex must be understood.  Per his usage, the clustering coefficient of a 
vertex is a ratio between the number of edges in a vertices neighborhood compared to the 
total number of possible edges.  Watts formal definition is as follows: 
The clustering coefficient γν of Γν characterizes the extent to which 
vertices adjacent to any vertex ν are adjacent to each other.  More 
precisely, 














where # ( )E νΓ  is the number of edges in the neighborhood of ν and 






when there are kν vertices in that neighborhood (Watts, 1999). 
 
The clustering coefficient for the graph is then the average clustering coefficient for all 
vertices in the graph.   
Returning to Milgram’s small-world theory, Watts, a formally trained mathematician 
considered whether the small-world phenomenon could be explained using graph theory.  
He hypothesized the small-world network topology could be found in a graph somewhere 
between total regularity and total randomness.  In order to show this, he first constructed 
a highly regular graph with a ring lattice as its substrate.   He then adjusted the endpoints 
of the edges within this graph at random with a probability that an one of an edge’s 
endpoints had been changed of p.  In this process, he was able to change the graph from 
being totally regular (p = 0) to fully random (p = 1) and investigate the dynamics in the 
middle area where 0 < p < 1 (Watts, 1998).  Watts’ drawing of the process can be found 





Figure 4 Watts’ Small-World Interpretation Using a Ring-Lattice Substrate 
 (Watts, 1998). 
 
After his simulation, he found global characteristics of a small-world network emerge 
within his ring-lattice graph during these intermediate steps.  Of primary interest, though 
are the changes that occur within the graph during the period of change.  Similar to the 
findings of Milgram, that, even for a large network (the population of the United States in 
the 1960s), the average number of links between any two is actually quite small, Watts 
found that the number of vertices within the graph does not have a linear affect on the 
characteristic path length of the network.  His findings emphasized a handful of long-
distance edges that had a disproportionate impact on the characteristic length in 
comparison to the normal edges of vertices that are next to one another in the ring-lattice 
substrate.  Labeling these long-distance edges as shortcuts, he found these shortcuts had a 
non-linear effect on the characteristic path length of the graph since, not only did they 
create a much shorter link to the now connected vertices, but also to these vertices’ 
immediate neighbors.  An additional result of this phenomenon is the clustering 
coefficient is initially barely affected by this edge change.  He actually found the graph 
clustering coefficient is nearly linear for the early parts of the transition from regular to 
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random (Watts, 1998).  A plot of the change in characteristic length and clustering 
coefficient can be seen in Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5 Effects of Increased Randomness on a Small World. 
Note highly non-linear initial drop in characteristic path length (L) while 
clustering coefficient (C) initially stays stable with increasing randomness (p) 
(Watts, 1998) 
 
After mathematically describing this phenomenon, Watts went on to consider several 
other readily accessible networks and found these attributes are not peculiar to sociology 
and the study of social networks.  Watts found networks with characteristic path lengths 
not far removed from a totally random network, although much more clustered in a graph 
of film actors, power grids, and the neural network of the Caenorhabditis elegans worm 
(Watts, 1998).  From this point, the study of this range of networks between regularity 
and randomness has grown to include several additional networks throughout science. 
Power Law Networks 
Of particular interest is the power law, or ‘scale free’ network described by Albert-
László Barabási, a physicist from the University of Notre Dame.  Barabási considered the 
evolution of actual real-world networks.  He theorized there was a flaw in the writings of 
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Erdös and Rényi and their description of the evolution of random graphs (Erdös, 1960).  
Erdös and Rényi started their description of a network with a set number of vertices to 
which edges were added randomly to create the network (hence the name, random 
graphs).  As a result of the assumption that edges were added at random, the vertex 







N z ep p p
k k
−
−⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
 (2) 
where k is the vertex degree, N is the number of vertices and pk is the probability of nodes 
having the associated degree (Newman, 2001).  Barabási believed this initial assumption 
to be incorrect; rather, he believed real networks would not exhibit a truly random 
distribution.  This hypothesis originated from comparing the degree distributions of 
actual networks to the Poisson distribution.  These comparisons did not resemble the 
random distribution; rather, they resembled a power law distribution.  Barabási then used 
simulation to create these networks with degree distributions resembling a power law.  
He hypothesized this power law distribution was the consequence of two functions: 
i. true networks will continue to grow throughout their life and  
ii. there is a preference for these new vertices to form edges with other well connected 
vertices (resulting in connections to predominantly older vertices) (Barabási, 1999).   
By running several simulations with and without different combinations of these two 
considerations permitted, he was able to show that, in order to form this power law 
distribution, these two assumptions must be followed.  At the same time as this 
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publication, he coauthored a paper with Albert and Jeong in which the world-wide web 
was found to follow this power law distribution (Albert, 1999).  In this paper, the authors 
considered web pages to be the vertices and hyperlinks on these web pages to be the 
edges within a large graph.  First considering the Notre Dame intranet, then using a 
webcrawler to explore the entire world-wide web, they found this distribution.  A further 
study has extended this description to the topology (on the router and inter-domain level) 
of the internet (Faloustos, 1999).  Since the publication of these papers, research has gone 
into describing the dynamics of these networks with the consideration that, if a network 
can be identified as a power law, then a researcher could understand its characteristics 
without gathering all the information about the network.  This enables additional studies 
of such large networks as the world-wide web, where gathering the names and hyperlinks 
of the entire network is currently not possible.  Of particular import to this paper is 
research into the ability to search these networks. 
The importance of a quick search routine for a power law network can be easily 
understood by anyone who has tried searching the world-wide web.  The shear amount of 
information on the web seems insurmountable without some knowledge of where to go 
first.  Knowledge that the web follows a power law, and by extension exhibits the traits of 
a small-world, means the network has short characteristic path lengths even with large 
numbers of vertices.  As a result, the searcher knows he or she can get to the information 
relatively quickly, he or she just does not know where it is, so that person must search.  A 




This situation is the basis for the 2000 research of Jon Kleinberg.  Kleinberg 
investigated the ability of members of a small world to find the short connections 
between themselves within the graph without prior knowledge of the endpoint 
(Kleinberg, 2000).  In this way, he considered the case of a person searching a social 
network with knowledge of who they need to reach, but without the knowledge of who 
could introduce them to one another.  Unlike Watts with his ring-lattice substrate, 
Kleinberg used a n vertex by n vertex square matrix.  He then allowed edges between 
immediate neighbors in the matrix as well as long-range edges.  While his particular 
research was interested in the variance of search capability depending on the clustering 
coefficient of the graph, of particular interest to this research is his search heuristic.  In 
Kleinberg’s model, the location within the lattice of the target vertex was known to the 
searching vertex (ie, in the process of going from a to b, a knew where in the graph b 
was).  He then adopted a greedy search heuristic where each successive node on the path 
from a to b was always chosen to move the path closer to the end state (Kleinberg, 2000).  
While this construct was appropriate in the situation where a searcher knows where the 
information they seek is, just not how to get there, Adamic was interested in the case 
where a searcher was aware of neither the way to get to the information nor the location 
of the information (ie, a does not know about b or the shortest path to b (Adamic, 2001)).  
Since, in Adamic’s study, there was no global location knowledge, there is no way for a 
searcher to know whether the next step is any closer to the intended destination.  She 
approached the search problem by considering two search heuristics intended for a power 
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law network.  She labeled the first heuristic the random walk (Adamic, 2001).  In this 
construct, the search routine would simply choose the next vertex randomly from those 
that are adjacent to the current vertex.  Further consideration for this search routine must 
be given to the ability to visit the same vertex twice.  The second heuristic was based on a 
power law network’s tendency to have vertices with large degrees.  In this second search 
heuristic, upon each step, the next vertex chosen is the vertex adjacent to the current 
vertex with the greatest degree (Adamic, 2001).  She noted this routine also presents 
problems since, once the vertex with the greatest degree is found, the routine must start 
looking toward vertices with lesser degrees.  Further, the consideration of whether 
repeated visits to the same vertex must be considered when choosing this heuristic.  Also, 
of particular interest to the study of a social construct is the ability or inability of this 
routine operating in a business environment.  Restrictions might be in place due to a 
chain of command preventing direct communication between several layers of 
management.  As will be discussed in the methodology, neither of Adamic’s routines will 
be used for the search of a business construct, rather, a search routine designed for use 
within a graph of stable size and social regulations will be developed. 
Search Routines 
The next consideration is the application of these search routines to the social 
network found within a corporation.  The first assumption to be made is that there is a 
greater propensity for acquaintances to be made between members of the same sub-unit.  
Following Krackhardt’s argument in favor of this assumption, the first part of the validity 
of this argument is based on the number of interactions people within the same sub-unit 
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will have over the course of any work period (Krackhardt, 1988).  Initially, Krackhardt 
points out that psychologists have found that a high amount of interaction between people 
will lead to friendships (Festinger, 1950).  Also, he points out findings that students who 
sit near one another will tend to form friendships (Byrne, 1952).  Since these studies form 
a base for the assumption that there is a greater probability for friendships between those 
that interact, the lesser assumption, that personnel in the same sub-unit (in this case, 
assumed to be those who share a common superior and workplace) will form 
acquaintances is firm.  Krackhardt builds upon this assumption, as well as psychological 
findings on the effects of experimental results to come to the proposition that 
organizations that are effective in times of crises are those that have friendship links 
between subunits (Krackhardt, 1981).  In short, he argues that an organization that does 
not cultivate relationships between sub-units will not fair as well as those that do in times 
of crises.  In addition to this consideration, critical to this research is his finding, based on 
past research that acquaintances will form within the sub-unit. 
Conclusion 
The considerations that lead to the saying, ‘what a small-world it is,’ are 
quantifiable.  Through the use of graph theory, scientists and engineers have been able to 
take advantage of the tendency of a small-world to have a nonlinear relationship between 
the characteristic length of a network and the number of vertices within that network.  
Critical to this research is the consideration that these long-range edges, crossing an 
organization, can lead to very short distances needed to cross an organization efficiently.  
Particularly if the searcher knows the global location of the information desired and with 
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no social construct inhibiting communication, a network such as this can be very quickly 
searched using a greedy algorithm.  Even if the location of the knowledge one is 
searching for is not known, quick search routines already exist if the network has a power 
law distribution like the world-wide web.  Further, an organization with social links 
across sub-units allows for a more efficient organization in times of crises such as quick 
taskers or wartime material support.  These findings indicate that an organization that 
does not allow social contacts to grow over time between sub-units will not operate as 
efficiently as one that does allow these links to form.  Lastly, even when not in crises, 
progression through an organizational community will create a small-world network 
within that community, but any searches that would lead outside the community would 





The primary intention of this research is to provide additional understanding of the 
effects of organizational structure on an organization’s social network.  While it is 
assumed an organization’s social network enables quick, trusted communications on a 
regular basis, particularly important to this research is communications between 
personnel in times of crises.  Further, the ability of an individual person to rapidly search 
for information within the organization during crises is considered paramount.  The 
approach used for this research is to model an organization as a large hierarchical 
network of personnel.  Primary analysis of the network is accomplished by considering 
the network as one connected graph where individual personnel are represented as 
vertices and the social (and organizational) ties between them are represented as the 
edges. 
Our methodology for modeling and analyzing the organizational and social 
relationships within an organization consists of three main parts: (a) an algorithm for 
constructing a graph representative of an organization, (b) an algorithm for maturing that 
graph, and (c) several techniques for measuring the results of the preceding algorithms.  
The initial algorithm, as detailed below, follows the initial network creation algorithm 
detailed by Dodds, et al.  The network created by this algorithm then provides the basic 
framework, or substrate, for the growth of organizational social connections (Dodds, 
2003).  After the organizational network is created, the network maturing algorithm is 
run.  This algorithm models the maturation of an organization over a pre-selected number 
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of years by removing personnel (represented by nodes or vertices in the organizational 
network) and either bringing another node on the same level into the position, promoting 
a node into the vacated position, or bringing in a new node if the vacancy is on the 
bottom level.  These removals model firings and/or separations using pre-selected annual 
attrition rates.  In addition to promotions, the algorithm selects a series of internodal 
collaborations which increase the strength of each link within the network.  These 
collaborations model typical interdepartmental or cross-organizational efforts such as 
tiger teams or cross-organizational integrated product teams.  Lastly, the measurement 
portion runs several routines that analyze the graph created representing the 
organizational network.  
Organizational Construction Algorithm 
The following algorithm takes advantage of the first part of the network construction 
algorithm laid out by Dodds, et al (Dodds, 2003).  The initial inputs required to fulfill this 
portion of the organizational construct are the number of levels desired (Lvl) and the 
branching ratio for the organization (b).  The branching ratio for the organization is 
defined as the number of subordinates directly reporting to each superior.  These inputs 
combine to create a graph with  V(b,Lvl)=(b -1)/(b-1)Lvl  vertices and  E(b,Lvl)=V(b,Lvl)-1 
edges.  After these inputs are made, the algorithm starts by creating a tree graph 
representing a strict hierarchical organization.  An image of this graph can be seen in 
Figure 6.  From this figure, the strict hierarchical structure the entire organization is built 
from is displayed.  Further, the level count and the branching ratio can be observed from 




Figure 6 A Visual Display of an Organizational Network Graph (Lvl=4, b=5) 
 After the initial tree network is created, the initial social connections are added.  
Following the research of Krackhardt, et al, these initial social connections are drawn 
between members of a subunit (Krackhardt, 1988).  Following this research, members of 
the same subunit are defined as having the same immediate superior.  After adding the 
initial social connections, the graph will now still have the same number of vertices, but 
now the number of edges will increase to 1 2( , ) ( ) / 2( 1)Lvl LE b Lvl b b b b b+= + − − − .  





Figure 7 An Organizational Network Before Maturation (Lvl=4, b=5). 
The organizational hierarchy is the base tree graph and the subunit connections are the 
horizontal lines. 
 
Organizational Maturation Algorithm 
Now that the organizational construction algorithm has built the organizational 
network, the maturing algorithm will begin.  This algorithm has three main components. 
The first removes nodes and replaces those vacancies by either moving another node on 
the same level laterally, promoting a node from a lower level into that position, or 
bringing in a new node if the vacancy is on the lowest level.  The second part of the 
algorithm sends a series of collaborations through the network.  Finally, the third 
component actually ages the links between any two nodes within the network.  This is 
accomplished by changing the weight of the edge representing the relationship within the 




Attrition modeling is accomplished through a node removal and replacement 
algorithm, representing employee removal and replacement, which begins after the initial 
graph has been created by the organizational construction algorithm.  The inputs for this 
algorithm are, in addition to the initial graph, the desired annual attrition rate, the desired 
partitioning level, and the number of years the simulation should run for.  The purpose of 
the partitioning level is to specify the various communities organizational personnel will 
be restricted to throughout a career.  Further, it helps to define a sub-community, which, 
for this model, are members of the same community within a partitioned organization that 
report to the same supervisor.  After choosing the partitioning level, each node that level 
becomes a community leader.  Due to the symmetric structure of the tree, the number of 
communities formed below this level will be C=bL-1 where C is the number of 
communities, b is the branching ratio, and L is the partitioning level. The level numbering 
convention places l1 at the level for the top node and flowing down to ln at the bottom of 
the tree with .  No personnel movement is permitted between 
communities.  Due to this inability to move between communities, these communities 
become highly connected over the course of the simulation.  This simulates an 
organization that would not permit movement between major subdivisions and the 
resultant social connections.  In this graph, the nodes on the partitioning level would 
represent vice presidents or ASC Wing Commanders with responsibility for the 
progression of personnel within their subdivision or Wing.  The next input is the annual 
attrition rate, which is simulated in the graph as the node removal rate for the 
1 2, ,..., ( )nl l l Lvl G∈
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organization for each time step.  Finally, the simulation run defines the total years of 
simulation maturation. 
Once the organizational network has been created and the inputs have been made, the 
maturing algorithm will begin.  This algorithm initially chooses which vertices to remove 
from the graph.  The number of vertices to remove with each time step (NR(G)) is found 
by multiplying the number of vertices (N(G)) in the graph by the attrition rate  
NR(G)=N(G)*AttRate.  Then a list of the full set of vertices is randomly permuted and 
the number of vertices desired to remove is chosen from this list.  In this removal process, 
the assumption is made that very few vertices will be removed twice in the same step.  As 
a result of this assumption, the removals are made without replacement and the 
probability of any node being removed is P =NR(G)/N(G)removal .  Once the procedure has 
chosen the number of vertices to remove from the graph in the time step, it begins 
looping through this list, simulating removal of personnel.   
Once the initial vertex to remove is chosen, the vertex is found in the adjacency 
matrix.  The algorithm does not remove the vertex in the traditional sense (i.e. remove 
that column and row from the adjacency matrix) as this would ruin the cross-linked tree 
substrate, potentially creating a disconnected graph.  Rather, a vertex is removed from 
this graph by setting all entries in the vertices row and column in the adjacency matrix to 
zero.  As in a traditional organization, when one person is removed, either another is 
laterally assigned over from the same level, there is a promotion from within, or 
somebody is hired from outside.  An assumption made for this model is that personnel 
would only be brought into an organization at the lowest level since the model is 
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simulating a government employee construct where personnel primarily enter at the 
lowest levels.  Within the algorithm, the probability of a lateral is P =0.5lateral .  Since the 
only other option to fill the position, when that position is not on the bottom level, is to 
promote a person from below, the probability of a promotion is also P =0.5promotion .  In 
either case, the partitioning of the graph becomes critical in the consideration of which 
node to either move laterally or promote since a promotion or lateral can only come from 
within the same community as the employee that was removed.  By requiring the 
promoted or the laterally moved employee to come from the same community, the 
eligible pool to fill the position is reduced.  Further, a lateral is only permitted by a vertex 
on the same level and a promotion is only permitted from one level below the removed 
vertex. 
Once a node, representing an employee, is chosen to move, the movement is 
accomplished within the algorithm by replacing the zero row and column by the mover’s 
row and column within the adjacency matrix.  Additionally, the subunit social links for 
the new position are added to the adjacency matrix.  Lastly, the row and column in the 
adjacency matrix for the moved vertex, representing the employee’s prior position, are set 
to zero.  Once a vertex is moved, a new vacancy in the graph, representing a new open 
position in the organization, is created and the process repeats itself until the node 
removed is from the bottom row.  In this case consideration is given to a lateral move, 
and, if a lateral move is not chosen, only non-subunit edges are removed and the loop 
moves to the next vertex in the removal list.  This simulates a new hire that will have an 
initial relationship with his/her coworkers and superior after the first time step.  This 
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process continues to repeat until all nodes in the list of those to be removed in the time 
step have been removed and those positions have been filled.  Then the algorithm goes on 
to the next time step, where a new set of removals and promotions are made.  Node 
removal and replacement is accomplished 12 times per a simulated year, representing the 
12 months in a year.   
Two examples of the output of these algorithms can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9.  
The plots display the results on cross corporation connections due to partitioning the 
graph at separate levels, creating different organizational, and social, structures when no 
long-distance collaborations are considered. 
 
 
Figure 8  A Display of the Effects of Maturation on a Graph with no Partitions. 







Figure 9  A Display of the Effects of Maturation on a Graph with Partitions. 
The partition is drawn at level 2, creating 5 communities.  
(Lvl=4, b=5, PartLevel=2, AttRate=0.1, RunYrs=50) 
 
Maturation of Social Ties  
While the removal and replacement algorithm, simulating normal annual attrition and 
movement to fill vacancies in an organization, focuses on moving nodes, representing 
personnel within the graph, another algorithm is running to change the weighting, or 
strength, of each edge, or social tie, in the graph.  Changing the weight of each edge 
models the strength of any relationship which is assumed to have a linear relationship 
with the probability of the use of any edge within the graph for communication.  The 
possible measures for any edge weight in this model vary from 0.0, representing no link 
is formed, to 1.0, representing a strong link.  Further, the assumption is made that the 
strength of any social connection within our model is affected primarily by the time since 
two individuals served in the same subunit as well as the amount of repetitive 
collaborations incurred in a time step between the two individuals.   
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The first assumption, which is that the interpersonal connections will strengthen with 
time when personnel are in the same sub-unit (and weaken otherwise), is modeled using a 
logarithmic function.  Similar to a learning curve, the basic formula for the strength of 
each link is y(t)=1-ηe-γt where y represents the strength, t is time and α and γ are 
constants.  The initial condition for any edge in the graph is y(0)=0, so η=1.  After this 
initial constant is found, the model solves for γ based on an initial input.  This input is the 
desired strength of the connection after six months for the aging algorithm.  For the 
purpose of this research, the desired relational strength will be assumed to be 0.8 after six 
months of growing in strength.  This input, along with the assumption of 50 work weeks 
per year, is used to solve for γ.  For this model, since y(25weeks)=0.8, the γ value would 
be γ=-ln(0.2)/25=-0.0644.  The strength of each relationship is changed by adjusting the 
edge value within the adjacency matrix with every time step.  With each increment, the 
strength is changed by 50/#Increments (assuming the 50 work week year).  If vi and vj 
share the same sub-community, the change is positive, reflecting a strengthening of the 
connection.  If they are not in the same sub-community, the change is negative, reflecting 
a decrease in the strength of the connection.  The importance of this consideration is that, 
while the personnel are working together on a regular basis, the connection is 
strengthening, but, once they are no longer working together as often, the connection is 




The other way the edge weight is changed in the algorithm is by repetitive long-
distance collaborations.  Similar to the assumption that those who work together on a 
regular basis will have a stronger connection, this one is based of the assumption that 
personnel will have an increased connection to other personnel they collaborate with on 
temporary large projects.  Although these collaborations can vary in intensity from 
working together on tiger teams to planning a complex social event, the primary 
consideration is that personnel interact heavily on these efforts.  This consideration is 
modeled by initially choosing several pairs of vertices that collaborate throughout the 
year.  This set of pairs represents interpersonal collaborations throughout the time step.  
These vertex pair choices are not made at random; rather, there is a higher probability of 
a link based on how close one vertex is to another within the organizational graph.  
Following the assumptions of Dodds, the probability of communication between any two 
nodes is: 
 /( , )  ij ijD xP i j e e /λ δα − −  (3)  
where Dij is the depth of the lowest common superior between the vertices, xij is the 
organizational distance between the vertices, and λ, δ, and ζ are normalizing constants.  
For this research, Equation 3 will be modified for application to a military construct. 
 Dodds makes the assumption that the amount of communication between two 
vertices is relative to the depth of these vertices (Dodds, 2003).  This assumption is not 
necessarily relevant to a military construct, where it is just as likely for two colonels to 
communicate as it is for two lieutenants.  Due to this consideration, Dij/λ will be set to 
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zero to prevent this from scaling the probability function.  Additionally, in order to use 
this equation as a function instead of a relativity, another variable, labeled ζ, will be 
added to scale the function.  Lastly, in order to prevent a probability of communication 
greater than 100%, the minimum of one and the value found will be used.  After making 
these changes, the new probability function, representing the probability of 
communication between two employees if they are chosen to communicate will be:  
 /( , ) min(1, )ijxP i j e δζ −=  (4) 
where x is the organizational distance and δ and ζ are normalizing constants. The tuning 
of the organizational constants, δ and ζ, will be accomplished in the analysis and results 
section using a discrete probability function.  The organizational distance is based on the 
relative levels of the two vertices.  The equation for the organizational distance is: 
 2 2( , ) 2i jx i j d d= + −  (5) 
where the di and dj are the differences of the depths of these vertices below the depth of 
their lowest common superior (Dodds, 2003).  Once the probability of communications is 
found, the model will assign a preselected number of collaborations to the edges based on 
this probability.  Then, for each time step, the weight will be incremented by a weight 
equivalent to three weeks of working together for each collaboration throughout the time 
step.  This simulates the strengthening of each connection based on the number of 
temporary projects throughout the year.  Further, this takes into consideration the 
assumption that those that work more closely will collaborate more often throughout any 
time-step.  Lastly, the increment for strengthening is always positive.  This is due to the 
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assumption that any collaboration can only increase the connection strength between any 
two people.  As a result of these assumptions, the model could randomly choose or even 
add an edge to the graph that would cross the graph, but if this connection is not used on 
a regular basis, the age of the edge will increase, weakening the connection until the edge 
no longer exists. At this point, the graph will be fully aged and the analysis of the model 
can begin. 
Organizational Network Analysis 
After the organizational graph has been created and aged by the previous algorithms, 
the model begins analysis of the resulting social and organizational network.  Central to 
this research is the hypothesis that the number of edges that must be crossed, or search 
distance between two vertices, vi and vj, increases for a search between any two vertices 
in separate communities. Conversely, the search distance between two vertices, vi and vj, 
from the same community will be shortened in a partitioned organization in comparison 
to one with no partitions, as there are fewer vertices to search through in the smaller 
community.  Further, we hypothesize that the increase in efficiency for searches within 
the smaller community is smaller than the decrease in efficiency in searches between 
communities.   Finally, the analysis must demonstrate if there is a way the corporate 
entity can show if there would be advantages to partitioning an organization based on the 
amount of inter- vice intra-community communication. 
These hypotheses flow from the assumption that the organization will grow from its 
highly hierarchical network to a small-world network after the aging process.  This 
assumption is based on the consideration that, as can be noted in Figure 8 and Figure 9, 
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when vertices are permitted to traverse the entire network, long distance edges are drawn, 
whereas, when partitioned, these edges are not drawn based on working in the same 
community.  These long distance edges, creating a weaker small world network 
throughout the organization, are provided by long-distance collaborations instead of 
working together in a sub-unit in the case of a partitioned organization.  As Watts noted, 
these long distance edges have a non-linear effect on the characteristic path length of the 
graph (Watts, 1998).  Due to this phenomenon, the intra-community distances will drop 
due to partitioning, and the inter-community distances will not drop as quickly or as far 
as they would in a non-partitioned organization due to the lack of the cross organization 
edges, assuming this is a small-world network, especially when the strength of the 
relationship is considered.  Therefore, the analysis must initially show that the 
organization, after the aging process, follows the small world tendency of a decreasing 
characteristic path length (considering various edge weights representing relational 
strengths) with aging.   
In order to show this decrease in characteristic path length with age, representing an 
optimum average distance between any two vertices in the graph, the characteristic path 
length must be measured after each simulated year.  The first measure is the characteristic 
path length of the graph prior to aging to form a baseline for additional measurements.  
Once this value has been found for the non-aged graph, the model will record the 
characteristic path length for each time-step.  This procedure will record the change in the 
graph as edges are added and removed through the aging process. 
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Once it has been shown that the characteristic path lengths decrease with age, due to 
the small-world phenomenon, a series of searches will be made.  The purpose of these 
searches is to find the length between any two vertices, vi and vj, when the starting vertex 
does not know the location in the graph of the ending vertex.  This models the situation 
where a person needs information, but does not know who has that information.  
A new search heuristic for an organization with a strong reporting chain, such as 
would be seen in many traditional corporate structures as well as the military is used for 
this analysis.  This situation is different than the random walk search and the degree 
distribution searches proposed by Adamic et al, which where more appropriate to a 
network such as the internet where there is neither a social strata nor organizational 
boundaries to prevent vertical communication through the network (Adamic, 2001).  
Critical to this type of organization is that a person on the bottom level of the 
organization is not going to go directly to the Wing Commander with a question.  
Further, the Wing Commander is not going to go directly to somebody on the bottom 
level, rather, he or she would go through Squadron Commanders, then mid-level 
managers until finally arriving at the person with the information.  As a result of this 
construct, the search would begin at a chosen initial vertex and check the adjacency 
matrix for a connection to the terminal vertex.  If the terminal matrix is listed as a 
connection with appropriate edge strength, then the search completes with one edge 
crossed (since there is still a crossing between two individuals).  If there is no connection 
or the edge is too weak, then, following the reporting chain construct, the individual 
would ask his or her superior and the superior would ask his or her colleagues.  This is 
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modeled by changing the initial node to the superior, incrementing an edge counter, and 
repeating the search through the adjacency matrix.  This progression up through the 
network continues until either there is a direct connection to the terminal node or there is 
a connection to somebody in the reporting chain of the terminal node.  At this point, the 
search would go down and result in incrementing the edge counter by the difference in 
the depth of the terminal node and the person on the reporting chain contacted (since, as 
part of the assumption, this superior will not go directly to the subordinate, rather, that 
person would go down through the reporting chain). 
In order to prove these hypotheses, the choice of starting and finishing nodes as well 
as the partitioning construct of the graph is critical.  To show the first hypothesis, 
searches must be accomplished between partitioned communities and within the same 
community.  Further, this set of searches must be compared against the same set of 
searches within a non-partitioned organization.   In order to accomplish this, an 
organization will be grown according to the previous organizational graph aging 
procedure.  At this point, two sets of several search points, vi and vj, will be chosen.  The 
first of these two sets will include random pairs that, even after partitioning, would be in 
the same community.  The second set will include random pairs that will always be of 
different communities regardless of organizational structure.  Once these two sets are 
chosen, a series of searches will be accomplished on the two different sets of pairs.  
These searches will represent the two extremes (exclusively within the same community 
and exclusively within separate communities) for searches prior to partitioning the graph 
into separate communities.  Now the aging algorithm will be run again, but this time with 
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the aged organization as an input.  Further, the new aging routine will require at least one 
partition of the organization.  While the aging routine is running, the search routine will 
run at the end of each year increment on the same two sets of pairs.  In accomplishing 
this, the model will reflect the changes in the search distance resultant from the 
partitioning of a mature organization.  Next, the previous procedure will be run in 
reverse, by starting with an aged partitioned organization as the initial input and flowing 
to a non-partitioned organization.  This simulation will show the result of allowing free 
flow through an organization when this was not previously allowed. 
Following these procedures, an understanding of the social connections of a 
maturing organization can be gained.  These social connections become very useful to an 
organization, particularly in times of crises, when an employee must search quickly 
throughout the organization to find information.  When this happens, the social 
connections formed over a career enable that employee searching for information to 
quickly share knowledge.  By partitioning an organization into several smaller 
communities, the corporation enhances short ranged connections, often at the expense of 
long ranged ones.  This combination of algorithms measures these changes in the 





IV. Analysis and Results 
Introduction 
 The primary consideration of this analysis is to consider the effects of an 
organization’s structure on that organization’s social network.  Based on sociological and 
psychological research, it has been found that this network plays an important role in an 
organization’s ability to respond to crises.  Further, this social network influences an 
employee’s ability to search for and find information within the organization.  In addition 
to the consideration of the organizational structure, consideration will be given to the 
effects of the attrition rate and the number of collaborations, discussed in the 
methodology, under both organizational constructs. 
 Two primary measurements of the effectiveness of an organization’s social 
network will be considered.  The first measure will be the characteristic path length.  As 
stated in the literature review, the characteristic path length is a measure of the average 
shortest path length averaged over all pairs of vertices within the graph.  This represents 
an optimistic view of the average shortest distance between any two employees in an 
organization.  Additionally, following the small-world construct, it is assumed that the 
characteristic path length will decrease non-linearly with maturation of the graph 
representing an organization’s organizational and social networks.  The next measure 
which will be used in the analysis of the organizational and social network is an edge 
search length based on a reporting chain heuristic.  This measure will return a realistic 
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distance between pairs of employees when one employees needs to search for 
information throughout the organization.  As a result of this realism, it is expected that 
this measure will tend to be longer than the characteristic path length. 
Consideration of the Distribution of Collaborations 
As stated in the methodology, throughout the simulation, a series of connections 
will be made across the graph simulating collaborations.  These connections can be 
assumed to simulate any effort where two people interact regularly.  The mechanics of 
implementing these collaborations will begin with a random number generator choosing a 
pair of vertices from within the graph.  The probability of communication for these two 
vertices, based on Equation 4 from the methodology, and restated below 
/( , ) min(1, )ijxP i j e δζ −=  
will then be compared to another random number in order to decide whether the 
collaboration based edge will be created 
 In order to compute the probability though, the parameters, δ and ζ must be 
considered first.  Initially, while ζ is assumed to be equal to one, a choice will be made 
for δ reflecting observations of collaborations within ASC.  After this value is decided 
upon, ζ will be varied to address scaling the probability.  By scaling these values, the 
proportion of long-distance to short-distance collaborations will be adjusted.  Following 
observations, it is assumed that the majority of projects one will work on will be with 
those individuals he or she is relatively close to within the organization.  In order to 
consider the effects of varying the value of δ on the graph, it is necessary to compare the 
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probability of a collaboration happening at a certain distance in the graph and the 
probability of a collaboration pair being chosen based on that organizational distance.  
This consideration can be made on a level-by-level basis using a discrete probability 
distribution function based on the following equation: 





d  (6) 
where qi represents the expected number of pairs at distance di that would have 
communicated if given the opportunity, #di is the number of pairs of organizational 
distance di, Σd is the total number of pairs of vertices at all distances, and P(di) is the 
result computed in Equation 4.  A q-value will be found for each distinct distance di and 
then normalized by the sum of the q’s returning the equation used to create a discrete 
probability density function   






where, as before, the di represents the distinct organizational distance, qi represents the 
expected number of pairs at distance di that would have communicated if given the 
opportunity and Σq represents the sum of the qi’s. This combined probability takes into 
account the relative geometric placement of the vertices as well the number of vertices 
within the graph.  A δ value can then be chosen to preclude choosing a pair of low 
probability vertices (because they are geometrically distant) due to the large number of 
low probability vertices (because many of the vertices are geometrically distant). A 
choice of δ = 2/3 has been made for this study while ζ is chosen as one since it will be 
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considered later.  These choices result in the discrete probability distribution function plot 








Discrete Probability Density for Levels One and Two









Figure 10 Probability Distribution of Collaborations. 
 
Figure 10 reveals that, when the δ value is placed at 2/3, approximately 80% of 
collaborations will occur within the same sub-community when personnel are on the 
lowest level whereas slightly more than 80% of the collaborations for members on level 
two will be within the same sub-community.  This proportion of collaborations drops to 
only a 10% with members at the same level just outside the sub-community.  It is 
assumed these values are representative for a military construct, therefore we chose 
2 / 3δ ≡ .  
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 Since the value of δ has been chosen, the next consideration is the effect of ζ on 
the distribution of collaborations.  In addition to analyzing this value using a probability 
distribution function, as in Figure 10, the effect of the distribution of collaborations on 
the characteristic path length will be evaluated.  Due to the normalization of the q-values 
during the calculation of the discrete probability function in the previous analysis, 
varying the value of ζ between just greater than zero and one will have no effect on the 
resultant distribution of collaborations.  Since these small values will have no effect on 
the distribution of collaborations, they will also have no effect on the characteristic path 
length.  Larger values of ζ will affect the distribution of collaborations, though.  This 
effect can be seen in Figure 11, displaying the increasing preference for longer distance 
























Figure 11 reveals that large ζ's will make a difference to the proportion of long-distance 
versus short-distance edges, representing differences in an organizations preference for 
long-distance versus short-distance collaborations.  Further, an increased proportion of 
long-distance edges can be expected to decrease the characteristic path length of the 
graph due to the small-world effect.   
 As predicted previously and seen in Figure 12 for a one community and a six 
community construct, due to the small-world effects, there is a quick drop in the graph’s 
characteristic path length with very large values of ζ as well as disparity in the 
characteristic path lengths resultant from different ζ’s. In addition to the variance of the 
characteristic path length due to the ζ-value, the steep decrease and leveling off of the 
characteristic path length with aging, due to long-distance edges formed from 
collaborations, follows the definition of a small-world.  This resemblance to a small-
world is the reason for such a small difference between the characteristic path length of 
the one large community graph and that of several smaller communities.  Although there 
is a difference in the results between the two organizational constructs toward the end of 
the simulation for the case of small values for ζ, these results are very similar, reflecting 
the non-linear effect of a handful of long-distance edges within the graph on the graph’s 
characteristic path length.  Further evidence of this consideration can be seen in the 
characteristic path lengths resulting from larger ζ values, reflecting a larger probability 




















































































Figure 12 Change in Characteristic Path Length Due to Different ζ Values. 
 As shown above, the ratio of short-distance versus long-distance relationships 
resultant from collaborations will affect the characteristic path length of the graph 
representing the combined organizational and social network for an organization. 
Therefore the scaling parameter, ζ, should be chosen such that the distribution of ties is 
representative of the organization being modeled.  For purposes of the remainder of this 
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analysis, a value of  2 / 3δ ≡   was chosen, which as discussed above and shown in shown 
in Figure 10, results in approximately 80% of social ties being formed between personnel 
within the same sub-community.  Further, a value of  1ζ ≡  was chosen in the remainder 
of this research to prevent changing the proportion of long-distance versus short-distance 
collaborations. 
Characteristic Path Length Considerations 
 The characteristic path length of a graph is a fairly typical measure and is used in 
the analysis of many models.  Typically, in such models, all edges, which in this case 
represent relationships within an organization, are assumed to be of equal value.  
However, as discussed in the methodology, the model developed here incorporates the 
strengthening of relationships when personnel are in the same sub-unit and the weakening 
of relationships otherwise.  As a result of this consideration a variant of the classical 
definition of the characteristic path length was developed where weaker edges will be 
removed from the graph prior to finding the characteristic path length. 
 Of particular interest to a decision maker would be the actual strength of the edges 
within the graph.   Due to the strengthening and weakening previously discussed, these 
varying edge strengths would reflect the strength of bonds between coworkers where zero 
would represent no knowledge of one another and one would represent a very strong 
relationship.  Assuming a linear relationship between the strength of a relationship and 
the probability of communicating for information, a stronger relationship would have a 
greater probability of being used than a weaker one.  In order to test for the weights of 
these graphs, three values, labeled α, were chosen as cutoff values for the graph.  The set 
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of α's chosen were α={0.0,0.1,0.2}.  Any values within the final adjacency matrix below 
the α value chosen was then removed prior to finding the characteristic path length.  This 
simulates removal of weaker links from the social network prior to analyzing the 
network.  A physical interpretation of these strengths is as follows: 
i. α = 0.0 Strength of an unformed relationship  
ii. α = 0.1 Strength of a 1.6 week old relationship 
iii. α = 0.2 Strength of a 3.5 week old relationship  
The values of 1.6 weeks and 3.5 weeks represent the time a relationship has developed 
due to working together prior to the time that relationship is removed from the social 
network.  Therefore, the α-values corresponding to these values represent the strength of 
a relationship that has developed for that amount of time prior to removal from the 
network.  The removal of these lower-strength edges, representing short-term 
relationships or relationships that formed long ago and have since aged, limited the 
characteristic path length calculation only to those edges with increased probabilities of 
use.  The value of α value of 0.0 represents an unformed relationship.  Since no 
relationship is weaker than an unformed relationship, when α=0.0, no edges are removed 
from the graph.  The resulting plots of these varying α values can be seen in Figure 13 for 
both one large community and six smaller communities. 
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Figure 13  Change in Characteristic Path Length Due to Different α Values. 
Decrease in the characteristic path length for an organization with six communities.  Note 
that α = 0.1 corresponds to 1.6 weeks of working together and α = 0.2 corresponds to 3.5 
weeks of working together, reflecting the weakness of the edges in the graph. 
 
Figure 13 reveals that the primary cross graph links are relatively weak for both the 
partitioned and non-partitioned organization.  As can be seen, when the α is set to 0.2, 
equivalent to 3.5 weeks of working together, there is little effect on the characteristic path 
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length of the graph due to long distance edges.  Of note is the consideration that all 
collaborations increase the weight of any chosen edge an additional 3 weeks.  As a result, 
when α=0.2 it will remove any long-distance edge resultant from only one collaboration 
in the previous time step.  Further, the difference between the one community scheme 
and the six communities’ scheme is still marginal.  The combination of these results 
follows the small-world construct since the construct relies heavily on cross-graph links.     
The marginal difference in edge strengths, favoring the one community construct, are due 
to these cross-organizational movements, which are permitted when there are no 
partitions throughout the 20 year timeframe.  Therefore, as a result of the small-world 
reality, the long-distance links decrease the potential characteristic path length 
considerably. 
Effects of Varying the Number of Collaborations.  
In order to further consider the effects of long-distance edges on the graph, the 
number of collaborative efforts was varied.  In the preceding comparisons, the number of 
long-distance collaborations each pair of vertices would experience throughout the time 
step was approximately four per a year.  By varying this number of collaborations, the 
number of the long-distance edges was varied accordingly.  Figure 14 reveals the results 
of varying the number of collaborations in a time step for both the consideration of one 
large community as well as six smaller communities. 
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Characteristic Path Length vs Simulation Years for One Community


























Characteristic Path Length vs Simulation Years for Six Communities


























Number of Collaborative Efforts = 0 per a Time Step Number of Collaborative Efforts = 4 per a Time Step




























Figure 14 Characteristic Path Length Changes with Long-Range Collaborations. 
These plots reveal the importance of weak links that form across the graph, to the 
organizations characteristic path length.  The most obvious display of the importance of 
the importance of the characteristic path length can be seen in the top two lines in the two 
plots in Figure 14.  Due to the ability for personnel to move throughout the organization, 
the characteristic path length drops to below 60% of the characteristic path length of a 
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non-aged graph when no long-distance collaborations occur when considering the one 
community construct.  A great disparity exists between this consideration and the results 
of an organization with six communities.  In the case of six communities, the 
organization is more reliant on these collaborations in order to decrease the characteristic 
path length.  As a result of this reliance, the characteristic path length only drops 
minimally with time when there are no long-distance collaborations as seen in the 
situation of zero collaborative efforts in the six community construct.   
Of interest is the impact of removing some of the weaker edges, reflecting the 
removal of weaker relationships from the graph.  In Figure 15, edges with a value less 
than 0.1, representing the strength of relationships that are 1.6 weeks old, were removed 
from the graph.  The result on the characteristic path length of the graph, representing the 
most optimistic shortest path across an organization differed only marginally depending 
on the type of organization.  There is a slight difference, though, between the one and the 
six community construct.  This difference reflects stronger edges in the one community 
organization due to a reliance on edges formed from co-working in subunits where these 
edges are strengthened repeatedly and then moving throughout the organization instead 
of collaborative efforts. 
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Characteristic Path Length vs Simulation Years for One Community






















Characteristic Path Length vs Simulation Years for Six Communities
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Figure 15  Characteristic Path Length Changes with Long-Range Collaborations. 
From these results, it can be concluded that the characteristic path length does 
decrease as a result of an increase in the number of collaborative efforts members of an 
organization participate in each year.  While the interactions used in this model were 
representative of short-term projects, one can easily extrapolate that any interactions that 
allow the development social ties across long distances in the organization would benefit 
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the organization.  Further, an organization that is partitioned will require these 
collaborations in order to come close to the short path lengths experienced in the one 
community construct even without the collaborations.  
Effects of Varying the Attrition Rate. 
The next consideration of interest to this study is the result of attrition rate to the 
small-world phenomenon within the organizational graph.  While an organization will 
generally have an annual attrition rate of approximately 5-10% (6% has been used 
throughout this research to this point based on Aeronautical Systems Center historical 
data (Russo, 2003)) organizations will go through times of rapid as well as slow 
personnel turnover.  As a result, an organization must have the ability to anticipate the 
effect of these increased turn-over rates on the ability of information to cross an 
organization. Figure 16 displays plots of the changes in characteristic path length due to 




Characteristic Path Length vs Simulation Years for One Community


























Characteristic Path Length vs SimulationYears for Six Communities






















































Figure 16  Characteristic Path Length Changes with Varying Attrition Rates. 
 
As can be seen in these plots, when the attrition rate is decreased, the organization 
will experience a decrease in the characteristic path length.  The reason for this 
phenomenon can be explained logically.  The model used for this research requires 
positions to be filled, forcing new employees to enter a position either from a lower level 
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or by a lateral move.  While these promotions and laterals are commencing, long-term 
collaborations and shared sub-units are increasing the strength of edges throughout the 
organization, reflecting stronger interpersonal relationships.  When the attrition rate is set 
closer to zero, for each time step fewer personnel are being removed from the 
organization, a situation realized by a decrease in the number of vertices removed from 
the graph although the edges within the graph are still forming and gaining strength.  
When the attrition rate is set to zero percent, the characteristic path length would, 
eventually reach one, reflecting all personnel know every other person in the 
organization.  On the other extreme, when the attrition rate is set to one hundred percent, 
all positions are vacated each year.  This consideration results in a characteristic path 
length that drops quickly due to a large amount of movement throughout the organization 
to fill vacancies and stays level throughout the twenty year timeframe.   
Since communications based on long-distance collaborations tend to be weaker, as 
can be seen in Figure 17, these edges along with those built from working together long 
ago in the simulation, tend to be removed more readily when considered against the 
already described α value of 0.2.  Of particular interest is the disparity between the 
spread of values of the six community and the one community characteristic path lengths.  
This difference reflects the reliance on edges formed by collaborations or working 
together long ago rather than working in the same sub-units recently for the six 
community construct since these edges are largely removed with an α equal to 0.2.  This 
is evidenced by the decreasing characteristic path length for increasing attrition rates in 
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the one community construct, where personnel are permitted to move throughout the 
organization. 
Characteristic Path Length vs Simulation Years for One Community









































































Figure 17  Characteristic Path Length Changes with Varying Attrition Rates. 
These results show that the attrition rate greatly affects the organizations 
characteristic path length, reflecting the social connections of an organization and, 
therefore, the ability for information to cross an organization.  A typical attrition rate (on 
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the order of 5-10%) will result in comparable characteristic path lengths for both a one 
and a six community organization due to long-range collaborations.  Of particular 
interest, though is the result when removing some of the lower strength edges.  When this 
occurs, edges formed due to sharing a sub-unit greatly outweigh those from 
collaborations.  As a result of the reliance on these stronger relationships, the one 
community organization retains a relatively (as compared to the six community 
organization) short characteristic path length for increasingly larger attrition rates.  This 
result is due to the large amount of movement across the corporate entity within the 
single community organization, increasing time within sub-units, which is precluded 
when personnel are restricted to one smaller community throughout a career.  This 
realization reflects well on the robustness of the one community construct’s social 
network in relationship to the social network of a partitioned organization.  Additionally, 
this model indicates that the social network, thus the ability to communicate and handle 
crises, for an organization facing a large attrition rate in the near future would fare better 
under a non-partitioned organizational construct than a partitioned one. 
Effects of Changing the Organizational Structure. 
The final primary considerations for characterizing the most optimistic traits of these 
organizations are to consider the result of using a graph that has already been aged for 20 
years as an input to an aging routine.  The first graph, as seen in Figure 18, displays the 
exact opposite, transitioning from six communities to one large community.  The second 
graph, as seen in Figure 18, displays the effect on the characteristic path length of 
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Figure 18  Characteristic Path Length Changes with Changing Community Structure. 
As can be from these two plots, when all other constants are held steady, there are 
only marginal affects on the characteristic path length due strictly to changing the 
structure of the organization.  Due to the scale of Figure 18, there appears to be little 
difference between the two considerations.  By looking at the percent difference between 
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the two, as shown in Figure 19, a difference favoring a one community construct can be 
seen, though.  The dots shown on Figure 19 are plots of the percent difference between 
the results of a change from one community to six and the change from six communities 
to one, shown in Figure 18, with a linear curve fit for each value of α.  By following the 
linear trend lines in Figure 19, one can see that the difference between transformation 
from six communities to one community and from one community to six communities 
grows as the respective organizations transform. 
































Figure 19  Percent Difference in Path Length Due to Community Structure. 
These differences vary up to over a five percent difference, reflecting an advantage for an 
organization transforming from six communities to one community based on this model.  
Characteristic Path Length Conclusion. 
The characteristic path length of an organizational graph reflects the most optimistic 
average shortest path for between any two people within an organization.  This value can 
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be used as a gauge for the ability of an individual to share information with any person 
within the organization.  From the preceding considerations, it can be seen that 
encouraging collaborative efforts from disparate parts of an organization can rapidly 
decrease the absolute characteristic path length, although, for these assumptions, the 
edges formed from these connections tend to be weak in comparison to those formed by 
sharing the same sub-unit.  Further, an increase in cross-organizational collaborative 
efforts decreases the characteristic path length regardless of any formal partitioning 
schema.  An increase in these efforts is a viable choice for an organization employing a 
partitioned structure that wishes to keep the characteristic path length, and, hence the 
ability to share information across an organization, short.  Next, an increase in the 
attrition rate favors a one community organization over a six community organization 
when weaker edges are removed.  This consideration reflects the reliance of 
collaborations on a partitioned organization, reaffirming the necessity of a partitioned 
organization to encourage these cross-organizational efforts.  Finally, there is a difference 
in the effects on the characteristic path length when transitioning from a non-partitioned 
organization to a partitioned one and vice versa.  The end result of removing the 
partitions on an organization returns a shorter characteristic path length than when 
installing these partitions.  From this model’s results, an organization should endeavor to 
remove partitions whenever possible to reduce the characteristic path length, and, as a 
result, enhance the ability to share information across an organization.  When removal of 
partitions cannot occur, an organization should ensure personnel are working on many 




Edge Search Considerations 
The preceding considerations reflected the effects of varying several inputs on the 
characteristic path length of a graph representing an organization.  This characteristic 
path length then could be used as a most optimistic measure reflecting the ability of 
information to cross an organization.  The measure does not necessarily address the 
reason many organizations accomplish a partitioning for, though.  The reason many 
organizations will partition their organization is to enhance the ability to accomplish 
short-range searches for information, due to a smaller organization to search, realizing 
that there may be penalties to the ability to search throughout the organization.  The next 
portion of this analysis addresses the ability to search an organization using the search 
heuristic previously described in the methodology. 
Discussion of Random Number Generator Mean. 
One critical aspect of the search algorithm is a random number generator.  
Throughout this search algorithm, the random number generator within MATLAB was 
used to produce search choices as well as to decide whether to pursue a link.  As a result 
of this reliance on the number generator, the mean of the number generator was adjusted 
to more accurately estimate the probability of an edge being used by estimating the mean 
of the edge strengths.  If this is not accomplished, the organizational search will always 
default to the organizational structure.  This consideration realizes that the distribution of 
the random number generator does not follow that of the distribution of edge weights in 
the adjacency matrix, rather, it is intended to allow the random number generator to 
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produce numbers on the same order as those in the adjacency matrix.  After considering 
several of the adjacency matrices, the mean edge strength was approximately 0.0051, 
which corresponds to a full length edge degrading for 82 weeks.  Considering the 
assumption of a 50 work week year, two sets of runs, one where the mean of the random 
number generator is set at 75 weeks (1.5 years since having a strong relationship) and one 
at 100 weeks (2 years since having a strong relationship) will be considered.  This mean 
will be accomplished by raising any random number (always from 0 to 1) by 6.966 and 
9.288 for 75 and 100 weeks, respectively.  By placing the mean at 75 weeks, the search 
will, on average, reject most edges and by placing the mean at 100 weeks, the search will, 
on average, accept most edges.   
Figure 20 displays the result of leaving the mean of the random number generator at 
0.5.  As predicted, the search algorithm defaults to the strict organizational links in this 
case since there are very few edges within the graph greater than any number created by 
the random number generator.  Since the bare organization for a six community and a one 
community organizational structure are the same, the edge search lengths are the same for 
both structures.  These results reinforce the importance to the interpretation the model of 
using the different values for the random number generator mean.  A further 
consideration in the search algorithm is the choice of the pairs to run a search between.  
These pairs, chosen at random within a community, represent an a and a b in a a to b 
search.  For these considerations, two search types were considered, based on a variable 
labeled φ.   The value of φ represented the amount of the search pairs for any run that 
were within the same community.  Under this construct, when φ = 0% all of the searches 
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were between separate communities.  Conversely, when φ = 100% all of the searches 
were within the same community. 
































Figure 20 Edge Search Length with No Scaling of Random Number Generator. 
Effects of Varying the Number of Collaborations. 
Following the pattern of the considerations used when looking at the characteristic 
path length, the preliminary consideration will be the effects of long-distance 
collaborations on the ability to search for information.  In accordance with the previous 
findings from the characteristic path length studies, the edge search length for the 
organization should drop when the number of long-distance collaborations is increased.  
Further, these collaborations will tend to result in weak relationships that will not always 
be used when searching the organization.  Lastly, due to the cross-organizational nature 
of these long-range collaborations, they should have little to no impact on searches within 
the same smaller community.    
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Edge Search Length vs Simulation Years
for One Community





















Edge Search Length vs Simulation Years
for Six Communities
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Figure 21  Edge Search Length Changes Due to Long-Range Collaborations. 
Figure 21 presents the results of searches for both a one community construct and a 
six community construct.  As can be seen in these plots, additional collaborations did 
result in a shorter edge length, particularly when considering searches exclusively 
between different communities.  In both the one community and the six communities 
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case, the benefit of additional collaborations to this model is as high as 10% of the 
baseline edge strength. Further, as predicted, there was little benefit to short-range 
searches from long-distance collaborations (although a little in the one community 
construct).  
With an appropriate appreciation of an organizations structure, attrition rate, and 
necessary levels of information flow, a decision-maker can take these measurements to 
consider how many tiger teams or long-reaching integrated product teams he or she 
should form throughout the organization.  If the organization tends to need information to 
be found easily by all personnel anywhere in the organization, regardless of the 
organizational structure, the manager could increase the number of collaborative efforts.  
If the organization tends to not have a knowledge base that is separated amongst several 
specialists, the organization might need not take the time to encourage these efforts. 
Effects of Varying the Attrition Rate. 
The next consideration a decision maker would care about involves the effects of 
varying the attrition rate on an organization with different structures.  Following the 
findings in the characteristic path length, changes in the attrition rate should have little 
effect on the search length other than to weaken the edges within the graph and to create 
marginal disparity in the results of the one community construct.   After running the 
search algorithm for both a one community and a six communities organization, these 
expected results were found again.  The results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 22 
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Edge Search Length vs Simulation Years for Six Communities
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Figure 22  Edge Search Length Changes Due to Varying Attrition Rates. 
As can be seen in these plots, the attrition rate did tend to create disparity in the 
results for the cross organizational (φ=0%) search for the one community construct.  Like 
found in the characteristic path length analysis, this is due to an increased amount of 
personnel movement throughout the organization permitted by the one community 
construct.  This spread is not seen in the long-range search results for the six community 
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construct due to personnel’s inability to move throughout the organization and form 
relationships in various sub-units.  Additionally, the low strength of the edges is 
evidenced by the fact that the average of the random number generator had to be 
increased to a two-year mean to prevent the model from choosing the organizational 
substrate instead of the social network.  When the random number generator was left 
unchanged (ie the mean of the random number generator was not changed from 0.5), 
there was no difference in the results from the two organizational structures. 
The next point of interest that can be drawn from Figure 22 is a consideration of the 
average edge strength for the attrition rates for each organizational structure.  The 
average of each grouping of lines from Figure 22 is plotted in Figure 23.  These plots 
exhibit disparity in edge search lengths within both organizational types. 
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Figure 23  Average Edge Search Lengths for Different Search Considerations. 
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As can be seen, when accomplishing a cross-organizational search, there was a 
significant advantage to having a one community construct.  To the contrary, when 
accomplishing a search within a smaller community, it is advantageous to have a 
partitioned organization.  Both of these are logical outcomes due to the consideration that 
allowing  cross-organizational connections to form (by allowing movement throughout an 
organization) enhances a one organizations ability to perform long-range searches 
whereas a decreased search pool with more local edges formed enhances the ability to 
perform short-range searches.  Ultimately, in deciding upon an organizational structure, a 
decision maker must consider the mix of searches that he or she foresees in the future for 
his or her organization.   
Percent Difference in Edge Search Lengths Between a Partitioned and a Non-



























Figure 24 Percent Difference in Edge Search Length Due to Organizational Structure. 
Based on Figure 24, a plot of the percent difference of the average edge search lengths 
presented in Figure 23, in this model, an organization choosing a partitioned organization 
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will enjoy a roughly 6% benefit in short-term searches by choosing a partitioned 
organization at the penalty of a 12% decrease on potential long-distance searches.  An 
organization that performs many short-range searches might choose to accept this long-
distance search penalty, though if they accomplish very few long-range searches. 
Effects of Changing the Organizational Structure. 
The final consideration for searches will be the consideration of changing the 
organizational structure after a fully matured network has formed.  Similar to the way this 
was accomplished in the characteristic path length measurements, for these sets of runs, 
after 20 years maturation, the organizational structure was changed from a one 
community to a six community structure (or the reverse) and them matured for an 
additional 20 years.  Further, the various mean ages were used to consider whether to 
pursue a link or not.  Lastly, the consideration of whether to look exclusively within one, 
smaller community, or look exclusively amongst different communities was considered. 
Plots of an already aged one community organization transitioning to a six 
community construct as well as vice versa can be seen in Figure 25.  From these plots, it 
can be seen there is little difference between the two constructs, as well as the different 
age means. Examination of these plots validates the arguments for both a one community 
and a six community organizational construct.  The transition from six communities to 
one community does result in a shorter average edge search length than the transition 
from one community to six communities when considering searches exclusively between 
different partitioned communities.  Further, the transition from one community to six 
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communities results in either a shorter edge search length or minimal change in edge 
search length for searches exclusively within the same community. 
   
Edge Search Length vs Simulation Years
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Figure 25  Edge Search Length Changes Due to Changing Organizational Structure. 
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These results boost the argument for both a partitioned and a non-partitioned 
organization.  These findings must be considered against an organization’s need for 
communications throughout the organization.  The search choices were made based on a 
random choice of vertices within the graph, the majority of which were on the lower two 
levels, explaining the long edge search lengths seen in these outputs (since the search 
would predominantly be from a bottom vertex to a bottom vertex).  This consideration, 
along with the weak edges within the graph meant that the search defaulted to the formal 
organizational tree quite often when a search across the organization was necessary.  This 
observation should also enter into the considerations of an organization when deciding 
upon a formal structure.  The organization must consider how easily information requests 
flow through management.  If the search would meet a middle manager and then stop, the 
search time would become much longer for a search outside the community.  In fact, if 
the manager was reluctant to allow personnel to look outside the host community, the 
search would stop and personnel could not follow formal chains to find information.  In 
this case, these personnel would have to default to social connections or not get the 




V.  Conclusions and Recommendations 
Conclusions of Research 
 Through this research, a model was created reflecting the dynamics of an 
organization’s social network under varying organizational structures.  While the 
variables, such as the strength of collaborations, have not undergone benchmarking, the 
model can be used to extrapolate trends that an organization can take advantage of when 
undergoing or considering a structural change.  The product of this model is a 
mathematical way of evaluating the effects of organizational structural change on an 
organization’s social network, and, thus its ability to share information and react to crises 
based on two measures.  The first measure, based on the traditional graph theory measure 
of characteristic path length, has been modified to consider the strength of an 
organization’s relationships by removal of weaker edges from the adjacency matrix 
representing the organization.  The second measure is based on a search heuristic that 
was developed to consider the way personnel search for solutions within a military 
organization.  This search heuristic was then used to evaluate the graph to find a more 
realistic representation of the number of social links a person must cross when searching 
for information in the organization. 
As a result of this research, a greater knowledge of the effects of community structure 
on the social network of an organization has been provided.  Using this model, there is a 
12% longer distance that must be traveled when searching for information outside of one 
community when the organization is partitioned.  Conversely, when looking inside the 
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smaller communities created by partitioning, the distance that must be traveled when 
searching is 6% shorter than it was prior to partitioning the organization.  These effects 
benefit a partitioned organization during day-to-day activities where, it is assumed, an 
individual does not have to search far for information.  This construct hinders an 
organization in a crisis where an individual must search outside that person’s community 
in a timely manner for a solution, though. In order to counter this negative effect on the 
average distance between personnel, an organization can take proactive steps to 
encourage cross-organizational relationships amongst its personnel.  The two ways 
investigated here were for organizations to encourage teams with personnel from 
throughout the organization or to vary attrition rates and personnel movement.  
Particularly long-distance collaborations, which could include tiger teams or planning 
complex social events such as the organizational bar-b-que, increase the number of cross-
organizational relationships, resulting in a drop in the average distance between personnel 
to the same level as that of a non-partitioned organization.  When these collaborations are 
not encouraged, there is as much as a 25% advantage, in this model, to a non-partitioned 
organization.  Further, an organization’s attrition rate impacts the optimal path length 
between any two people within the organization favoring the non-partitioned organization 
by as much as 10%, in this model, for very high attrition rates.  Conversely, 
organizational structure has little effect on the average distance between employees with 
typical (5-10% annually) attrition rates.  Further, the attrition rate has little effect on the 
ability to randomly search either a partitioned or a non-partitioned organization.  These 
results validate a small-world assumption for an organization since these long-distance 
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relationships tend to have a non-linear effect on the characteristic path length of an 
organization which is directly related to the size of an organizations social network.   
Significance of Research 
This research provides a way to quantify the effects on an organizations social 
network of converting an organization from one in which personnel were permitted free 
movement throughout the corporate entity to one in which those individuals are restricted 
to a particular community.  An organization that enforces a partitioned construct can 
expect information to flow more quickly within the now smaller communities, but at the 
penalty to information flow between different communities.  In addition to the enlarged 
social distance between personnel in different communities, the partitioning often results 
in information searches being forced through increasingly higher levels of management 
instead of staying with those who actually need the information.  This results in an 
increased amount of paperwork staffing, ultimately decreasing an organization’s ability 
to react to crises, in a timely manner, when different parts of the corporate entity must 
participate in the response. 
Recommendations for Action 
An organization should consider the effects of its organizational structure on its social 
network based on the amount of information flow it requires to operate on a daily basis as 
well as in emergency situations.  An organization in which little communication at the 
lowest levels such as is the case with personnel working on different assembly lines for 
the same manufacturing company would benefit from a partitioned organization.  This is 
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due to the assumption that employees accomplishing extremely repetitive tasks benefit 
little with increased knowledge of their colleagues’ capabilities or knowledge set.  In 
contrast, and organization such as an aerospace engineering firm must encourage as large 
of a knowledge base as possible.  As a result of this, assuming a construct restricting 
interpersonal contact and transitions due to partitioning should not be chosen.  Personnel 
in these organizations must be able to rapidly search for solutions for varying problems 
very few will have all the answers for.  As a result, partitioning an organization like this 
would hinder timely solution finding, especially during crises, by increasing the number 
of personnel a person must go through to find an answer. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
An assumption of this research was a uniform distribution of personnel throughout an 
organization.  While mathematically elegant, a true organization will have a varying 
number of subordinates reporting to each superior.  Further, when considering 
collaborations, a δ-value of 2/3 was used throughout the research.  Additional study could 
consider the effects of varying this value on the ability to communicate and search for 
information within an organization.  Additionally, this research assumed an organization 
with 1555 due to limits in computer capability.  Further research should consider larger 
organizations with varying superior to subordinate structures. Further research should 
also consider disparity in employee types as well as different search algorithms such as 
those proposed by Adamic (Adamic, 2001).  Finally additional research should be 





When the decision was made to consolidate several of the disparate ASC functional 
offices into a handful of Wings or Groups, one of the primary hypotheses was that this 
would fix a lack of communication between similar offices.  This was in part due to a 
weakened engineering functional which was originally responsible for long-term growth, 
by relocation, of its engineers.  As has been found in this research, placing these offices 
into a handful of smaller communities (product focused Wings and Groups) within the 
corporate construct does decrease the average distance between personnel within these 
smaller communities.  This type of partitioning also has the downside of increasing the 
distance between members of separate communities.  The impact of this finding is 
reinforced when considering a search within the organization.  When the organization 
was partitioned, there was a 12% increase in the number of people that had to be asked 
for an answer before the solution was found over the comparable finding when the 
organization was not partitioned.  In comparison, though, searches exclusively within the 
smaller community were 6% shorter for the partitioned organization in comparison with 
the non-partitioned organization as seen in Figure 24. 
The reason for these results has to do with the small-world effect discussed by 
Duncan Watts (Watts, 1998).  He found that the characteristic path length of a graph was 
highly dependent on the number of long-distance edges within the graph.  This finding 
impacts an organization when it is partitioned because, as the organization goes through 
normal cycles of attrition, hiring, and promotion, a partitioned organization disallows 




links created throughout a career.  A consequence of this restriction is that personnel do 
not form the far-reaching relationships necessary to accomplish a quick search through 
the different communities in the organization, although they gain a stronger knowledge of 
the people within their same community. 
Realizing the non-linear relationship between characteristic path length and the 
number of long-distance links within an organization, a manager can force these long-
distance relationships by supporting participation in cross-organizational collaborations.  
An increasing number of these collaborations does increase the number of long-distance 
relationships, thus decreasing the characteristic path length of the organization although 
these links tend to be quite. 
When considering an organizational structure, a decision maker must consider the 
amount of information sharing necessitated by the primary corporate activity 
accomplished.  A manufacturing organization in which little interaction is required 
between personnel such as those on an assembly line might prefer a partitioned 
community in which solutions can be found quickly within a product cell.  Members of a 
firm accomplishing advanced (aerospace) engineering design or scientific research where 
communication with members accomplishing often very different efforts would prefer a 
one community construct where personnel are encouraged to interact in many 





Appendix A:  Definition of Edge Aging Calculation 
 
The initial consideration for the aging of an edge is that the edge will age logarithmically.  
The curve this strengthening will follow will be based on the following equation: 
 ( ) 1 ty t e γ−= −  (8) 
where y = edge strength, t = simulation time interval, and γ = inputted constant based on 
a desired edge strength. 
When plotted, Equation 8 shows the logarithmic growth desired as seen in Figure 26 . 
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Figure 26 Edge Strengthening Profile. 
while weakening of the edge will be accomplished through the following equation: 
 ( ) ty t e γ−=  (9) 
where  y = edge strength, t = simulation time interval, and γ = inputted constant based on 







When plotted, Equation 9 shows the logarithmic growth desired as seen in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27 Edge Weakening Profile. 
In order to solve for the γ, a desired edge strength (yt) at a time (t) must be entered.  After 




γ −= −  (10) 
Edge Strengthening 
In order to find the change in y, Δy, due to some change in t, Δt, when strengthening the 
edge, begin by considering Equation 8 at two different times. 
 
 ( ) ( )y y t t y tΔ = + Δ −  (11) 
Substituting Equation 8 into Equation 11: 
 ( )(1 ) (1 )t t ty e eγ γ− +Δ −Δ = − − −  (12) 
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After collecting terms and simplifying, this returns: 
  (1 )ty e eγ γ t− − ΔΔ = −  (13) 
 
Using , we have: 1 ( )te yγ− = − t
 (1 ( ))(1 )ty y t e γ− ΔΔ = − −  (14) 
Equation 14 represents the change in y, for a prescribed time change, from the original 
value when strengthening.  To find the value of y at this new time find y+Δy. 
  
 
( ) ( )
( ) (1 ( ))(1 )
1 ( ( ) 1)
t
t
y t t y t y






+ Δ = + Δ
= + − −
= + −
 (15) 
Equation 13 allows the calculation of a new edge strength when an initial strength and a 




 At this point, there is a necessity to be able to weaken the edge as well.  The 
weakening will follow the curve found in Equation 9.  When considering the weakening, 
the change in strength, Δy, will be based on the following: 
 
 ( ) ( )y y t t y tΔ = + Δ −  (16) 

















Now that the change in strength for a change in time is found, add this to the original 
strength: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( 1)t t
y t t y t y
y t e eγ γ− − Δ
+ Δ = + Δ
= + −
 (18) 
Substituting Equation 9 into this and collecting terms: 
  (19) ( ) ( )( )ty t y y t e γ− Δ+ Δ =
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